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ABSTRACT: Content-based image retrieval is a technique which 

uses visual contents to search images from large scale image 

databases according to users' interests, has been an active and fast 

advancing research area since the 1990s. During the past decade, 

remarkable progress has been made in both theoretical research 

and system development. However, there remain many   

challenging research problems that continue to attract 

researchers from multiple disciplines. Some of the techniques 

used in CBIR are Query by example, Semantic retrieval, content 

comparison techniques etc. Most of the existing works were done 

on spatial domain which is not so efficient. To overcome the 

difficulties of the existing works, a new algorithm is planned. And 

the proposed approach is based on the frequency domain for the 

content based Image retrieval systems.A new image retrieval 

technique which will retrieve images from image databases based 

on their contents in frequency domain to get better results. And a 

relevance feedback method is used for improving the retrieval 

efficiency. Many techniques are there in this computer vision and 

image processing field. But using low level features as a basis and 

retrieve features with good efficiency is problem of the study. The 

proposed work relates Feature extraction using both frequency 

domain as well as spatial domain. For spatial domain SIFT and 

for frequency domain FDCT techniques are applied and results 

were compared to find better information retrieval. 

Key wordss: fdct (Fast discrete curvelet Transform), sift (scale 

invariant function transform), svm (support vector machine ) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Content-based image retrieval (cbir) is the application of 

laptop imaginative and prescient to the photograph retrieval 

trouble, i.e. attempting to find digital pictures from huge 

databases. content material based image retrieval makes use 

of shade, texture and form features [1] .a machine which can 

filter out snap shots based totally on their content could offer 

better indexing and return extra correct effects. in content 

material based totally commonly image retrieval (cbir),[2]  

images place unit indexed by way of their visual content like 

color, texture and form. Those Low-level image alternatives 

region unit inadequate to explain most internet based 

generally picture search engines like google agree with 

strictly on facts and this produces heaps of garbage in the 

outcomes. Many structures had been developed but now not a 

unmarried gadget is perfect. green control of the rapidly 

expanding visual records is wanted. to search the most 

similar photographs to the question photograph, by way of 

fast discrete curvelet transforms [3] for better retrieval 
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effects.  Image retrieval system may be accomplished both in 

Frequency domain or spatial area [4]. Inside the frequency 

area, an photo at every factor represents a selected frequency 

contained in the spatial area photograph. via applying the 

changes, on an image it represents within the fourier or 

frequency domain,   at the same time as the input image is the 

spatial area equivalent. in frequency area wavelet transforms 

affords a suitable frame work for analysis and 

characterization of pix at one-of-a-kind scales. wavelet 

transforms provide a multi-decision approach to texture 

analysis and category.[5] shengjiu wang (2001) “a sturdy cbir 

technique the usage of local color histograms” technical 

document. tr 01-13[6].  j. zhang, g. li, s. he, 

“texture-primarily based photograph retrieval via facet 

detection. Relevance comments [7] to modify the retrieval 

procedure in an effort to generate perceptually and 

semantically extra meaningful retrieval outcomes. Better 

retrieval charge may be possessed using relevance remarks 

[8]. To retrieve an picture with less computational 

complexity The use of low level functions in frequency 

domain is predominant motto of the work. Generalizing a 

cbir gadget is likewise tough as one characteristic will have 

exclusive   significance in specific domain names. The 

quantity and type of characteristic decided on impacts the 

output. Complexity using low level features in Frequency 

Domain is main motto of the work. Generalizing a CBIR 

system is also difficult as one feature can have different   

significance in different domains. The number and type of 

feature selected affects the output.  

II. CURVELETS 

A decent frame has been introduced because the curvelet aid 

to lessen the information redundancy within the frequency 

domain.curvelets have both variable width and duration and 

represent more anisotropy. Wrapping based totally curvelet 

rework is simpler, Less redundant and faster in computation 

than ridgelet based curvelet transform. Wrapping based 

curvelet rework is a multi-scale rework with a pyramid shape 

which includes many orientations at each scale. sub-bands at 

high and coffee frequency stages have exclusive orientations 

and positions. at high scales, the curvelet waveform turns into 

so fine that it looks as if a needle shaped detail .with growth 

inside the decision degree the curvelet will become finer and 

smaller inside the spatial domainAnd indicates more 

sensitivity to curved edges that permits it to successfully 

capture the curves. curvelets have useful geometric options 

that set them inside the spacial domain, a curvelet has 

companion diploma envelope powerfully aligned on a given 

`ridge' whereas inside the frequency domain; it is supported 

near a container high frequency components of an 

photograph play a important position in finding distinction 

among pix.  
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curvelets at first-rate scales correctly constitute edges by way 

of exploitation texture options computed from the curvelet  

coefficients. If it will be inclined to combine the frequency  

responses of curvelets at definitely exceptional scales and 

orientations, we will be inclined to get an oblong frequency 

utility that covers the complete image within the spectral 

area. The frequency responses of curvelets at special scales 

and orientations are combined then a square frequency tiling 

that covers the entire photo inside the spectral domain can be 

received using wavelet redesign. to obtain better Stage of 

performance, curvelet redesign is normally enforced 

information and gabor redesign of the images to represent a 

photo within the transformed domain. curvelet rework can be 

a brand new multi scale rework used as an green device in 

photo denoising, image decomposition , texture classification 

, image deconvolution , astronomical imaging this is, each the 

curvelet and also the photograph rectangular degree 

remodeled and rectangular measure then expanded inside the 

fourier frequency domain.picture within the reworked 

domain. curvelet rework may be a new multi scale rework 

used as an efficient tool in image denoising, image 

decomposition , texture classification , image deconvolution , 

astronomical imaging that is, each the curvelet and also the 

image square measure remodeled and square measure then 

increased within the fourier frequency domain. The product 

is then inverse fourier transformed to acquire the curvelet 

coefficients. Curvelet rework = ifft [ FFT(Curvelet) × 

FFT(Image)] and the product from the multiplication is a 

wedge. Trapezoidal wedge within the spectral domain isn't 

always appropriate for use, with the inverse fourier remodel 

that's the next step in amassing the curvelet coefficients using 

ifft. 

III.  WRAPPING BASED TOTALLY CURVELET 

TRANSFORM 

The frequency response of a curvelet may be a quadrangle 

wedge that must be wrapped into rectangular guide to carry 

out the inverse fourier redecorate the wrapping of this 

quadrangle wedge is finished by using sporadically masking 

the spectrum in the wedge. Then assembling the oblong 

regular area within the beginning. via this periodic 

protecting, the oblong area collects the wedge’s 

corresponding fragmented components from surrounding 

parallelograms. This wedge wrapping manner, for this 

method of curvelet remodel is referred to as the ‘wrapping 

based curvelet transform. Hence gain the Discrete curvelet 

coefficients with the aid of applying 2-d inverse fourier 

remodel to this wrapped wedge facts. The middle rectangle of 

length 2 j × 2 j/2 correctly collects all of the statistics in that 

parallelogram. by using making use of 2-d inverse fourier 

transform to this wrapped wedge statistics the discrete 

curvelet coefficients may be acquired. Discrete curvelet 

remodel is carried out to an picture to achieve its coefficients. 

Those coefficients are then used to shape the feel descriptor 

of that photograph. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A  Technique 

First an picture is subjected to a filter ( δs ) which filters the 

pixels representing the tough edges gift within the 

photograph. Then, this filtered photo is split into ‘n’ small 

squares in an effort to make the processing clean. Once the  

photo is split into tiny squares, these squares are elongated up 

to a degree in which every and every square contains a 

directly line (if it incorporates anything in any respect).the 

elongation technique is executed in an effort to enlarge the 

curved edges of the photo barriers .In order that they end up 

immediately traces. This ensures that the brink irregularities 

are captured nicely and correctly without missing any giant 

detail. 

 
Fig1. Block diagram  

The filtered picture will be transformed into fourier 

domain using fast fourier rework. The curvelet coefficients in 

fourier domain and the photograph in frequency area elevated 

which ends up a wedge form. This wedge fashioned 

information does not suit into rectangle so wrapping can be 

executed.  

Then curvelet coefficients can found with the aid of 

wrapping based totally curvelet transform.  in addition the 

curvelet  coefficients may be calculated for photo database 

additionally. after similarity degree the use of euclidean 

distance the retrieved pictures kept so as of maximum 

relevancies. to improve high retrieval price svm primarily 

based relevance feedback mechanism is carried out. 

B sift set of rules 

Scale-space height choice the usage of reference of 

gaussians (canine) approach. Key factor localization: 

removal of risky key points Orientation Mission: primarily 

based on key point nearby photograph patch .Key point 

descriptor: based upon the photograph gradients in key point 

neighborhood community. 

C relevance remarks 

Human perception of photograph similarity is subjective, 

semantic and task-structured. Relevance comments are a 

method in traditional text-based facts retrieval device. With 

relevance feedback, it's far possible to establish the link. 

Among excessive-level standards and functions relevance 

comments is a supervised lively gaining knowledge of 

Technique used to improve the effectiveness of statistics 

systems. The main idea is to apply tremendous and negative 

examples from the consumer to enhance gadget performance. 

V. RESULTS 

Retrieval of pictures has done primarily based on ten picture 

categories and the picture dataset is 1000images of coral 

statistics. range of retrieved photos primarily based on scale 

invariant characteristic rework with relevance remarks 

generation 1, 2, and3. and effects primarily based on speedy 

discrete curvelet remodel the use of relevance 

comments new release 1 and2. 
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 FDCT with iteration stage 2 is getting higher retrieval 

percentage than sift with new release degree three. And the 

five strategies consequences have been tabulated in Table1as 

the no of retrieved snap shots and No. of applicable pictures 

for a given check case. 
Table 1:  No.of images retrieved from ten categories 

Image 

Category 

Total  No.of retrieved images Total  No.of  relevant images (Matching Cases) 

Sift 

Iter1 

Sift 

Iter2 

Sift 

Iter3 FDCT 

FDCT 

Iter1 

FDCT 

Iter2 

Sift 

Iter1 

Sift 

Iter2 

Sift 

Iter3 FDCT 

FDCT 

Iter1 FDCT Iter2 

Beach 51 58 68 79 71 87 39 39 41 48 47 62 

Building 55 61 64 77 68 75 37 36 42 56 54 63 

Bus 57 54 59 80 74 78 33 40 47 51 49 57 

Dinosaurs 54 57 67 72 75 83 38 34 38 50 51 71 

Horse 50 56 66 66 83 76 35 35 46 47 56 67 

Human 52 52 69 78 84 82 35 38 39 49 57 54 

Mountain 59 53 62 68 72 77 32 36 42 41 46 72 

Rose 58 60 57 63 76 84 39 33 35 48 53 66 

Elephant 60 55 65 64 70 72 33 36 42 45 57 62 

Fruits 56 59 56 70 69 80 32 41 45 52 53 65 

 

In the given table 2 percentages of precision and Recall calculated for the table1 test case.  And the average of each method is 

computed. 
Table2: Precision and Recall percentages for 1000 images 

Image 

Category 

Precision % Recall % 

Sift Iter1 Sift Iter2 Sift Iter3 FDCT 

FDCT 

Iter1 

FDCT 

Iter2 

Sift 

Iter1 

Sift 

Iter2 

Sift 

Iter3 FDCT 

FDCT 

Iter1 

FDCT 

Iter2 

Beach 76.47 67.24 60.29 60.76 66.2 71.26 39 39 41 48 47 62 

Building 67.27 59.02 65.63 72.73 79.41 84 37 36 42 56 54 63 

Bus 57.89 74.07 79.66 63.75 66.22 73.08 33 40 47 51 49 57 

Dinosaurs 70.37 59.65 56.72 69.44 68 85.54 38 34 38 50 51 71 

Horse 70 62.5 69.7 71.21 67.47 88.16 35 35 46 47 56 67 

Human 67.31 73.08 56.52 62.82 67.86 65.85 35 38 39 49 57 54 

Mountain 54.24 67.92 67.74 60.29 63.89 93.51 32 36 42 41 46 72 

Rose 67.24 55 61.4 76.19 69.74 78.57 39 33 35 48 53 66 

Elephant 55 65.45 64.62 70.31 81.43 86.11 33 36 42 45 57 62 

Fruits 57.14 69.49 80.36 74.29 76.81 81.25 32 41 45 52 53 65 

Average 64.293 65.342 66.264 68.179 70.703 80.733 35.3 36.8 41.7 48.7 52.3 63.9 

 

 From Database in each category a random sample Image from trained data consider as a query image and corresponding 

retrieval images were captured .  Based on no. of relevant images the Precision and Recall percentage values are calculated. 

The plot of Fig.2 depicts the precision values of each category for the five techniques for 1000image database. 

 

 
Fig.2 Precision Vs image category 
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The plot of Fig.3 depicts the Recall values of each category for the five techniques for 1000image database. 

 
Fig.3 Recall Vs image category 

 

Retrieval of images has done for the most part based on ten picture categories and the picture dataset is 4000images.  

FDCT with iteration stage 2 is getting higher retrieval percentage than sift. And the five strategies consequences  

have been tabulated in Table3as the no of retrieved snap shots and No. of applicable pictures for a given check case. 

 
Table 3:  No .of images retrieved from ten categories 

Image 

Category  

No. of retrieved images   No. of relevant images (Matching Cases)  

Sift Iter1 Sift Iter2 

Sift 

Iter3 FDCT 

FDCT 

Iter1 

FDCT  

Iter2 Sift Iter1 

Sift 

Iter2 

Sift 

Iter3 FDCT 

FDCT 

Iter1 

FDCT 

Iter2 

Beach 208 224 236 212 252 292 132 127 147 162 160 219 

Buildings  220 204 228 228 224 288 140 119 156 145 159 230 

Bus  192 216 208 216 300 308 127 136 148 173 183 204 

Dinosaurs  188 232 220 248 280 316 142 144 154 138 191 252 

Horse  184 192 216 220 244 328 114 160 150 176 187 227 

Human  212 212 248 200 220 268 128 152 133 165 193 232 

Mountain  180 208 224 224 292 296 103 132 163 151 162 213 

Rose  196 196 244 252 268 300 102 128 171 159 198 246 

Elephant  204 236 232 236 284 324 110 136 131 151 172 268 

Fruits  216 228 240 232 236 280 117 135 151 144 165 178 

Table 4: Precision and Recall percentages for 4000 images 

Image 

Category  

Precision % Recall % 

Sift Iter1 

Sift 

Iter2 Sift Iter3 FDCT 

FDCT 

Iter1 

FDCT 

Iter2 Sift Iter1 Sift Iter2 

Sift 

Iter3 FDCT 

FDCT 

Iter1 

FDCT 

Iter2 

Beach  63.46 56.7 62.29 76.42 63.49 75 33 31.75 36.75 40.5 40 54.75 

Buildings  63.64 58.33 68.42 63.6 70.98 79.86 35 29.75 39 36.25 39.75 57.5 

Bus  66.15 62.96 71.15 80.09 61 66.23 31.75 34 37 43.25 45.75 51 

Dinosaurs  75.53 62.07 70 55.65 68.21 79.75 35.5 36 38.5 34.5 47.75 63 

Horse  61.96 83.33 69.44 80 76.64 69.21 28.5 40 37.5 44 46.75 56.75 

Human  60.38 71.7 53.63 82.5 87.73 86.57 32 38 33.25 41.25 48.25 58 

Mountain  57.22 63.46 72.77 67.41 55.48 71.96 25.75 33 40.75 37.75 40.5 53.25 

Rose  52.04 65.31 70.08 63.1 73.88 82 25.5 32 42.75 39.75 49.5 61.5 

Elephant  53.92 57.63 56.47 63.98 60.56 82.72 27.5 34 32.75 37.75 43 67 

Fruits  54.17 59.21 62.92 62.07 69.92 63.57 29.25 33.75 37.75 36 41.25 44.5 

Average 60.847 64.07 65.717 69.482 68.789 75.687 30.375 34.225 37.6 39.1 44.25 56.725 

Range of retrieved photos based on scale invariant characteristic rework with relevance remarks And FDCT with iteration 

stage 2 is getting higher retrieval percentage than SIFT with relevance degree three.  
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And the five strategies consequences have been tabulated as the no of retrieved snap shots and No. of applicable pictures for a 

given check case. 

 

 
Fig.4 Precision Vs image category 

 

 
Fig.5 Recall Vs image category 

  

 

 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Fast discrete curvelet remodel is used to extract texture and 

facet functions of the input picture to retrieve the relevant 

images from the database. The FDCT makes the feature 

extraction smooth and decreases computation complexity. 

However it is able to be made even higher by way of the 

usage of the relevance comments. In this work, a feedback 

based user interface would allow the user to mark the relevant 

output images and consequently evaluate the precision and 

recall rates. Image retrieval is still profusely under research 

and has a huge scope of improvement. In addition it is able 

to be proved to use to any sort of datasets and to see the 

progressed retrieval performance.  It can be trained with a 

suitable Deep Neural Network, it can endeavor to achieve 

higher values of precision and recall rates, thereby potentially 

improved efficiency and better results.  
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